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For many years, the author has used his enormous
collection of quotations (this anthology is only the tip of
the iceberg!) with students in "Reflection Groups". Each
week, 20 or 30 such groups meet at the University
College chaplaincy for contemplation and discussion of a
chosen theme. Beginning with quotations from the Bible,
other sources are called upon to recollect the knowledge
and wisdom of the past as well as present day insights.
The aim is to enrich hearts and minds after the manner
of Philippians 4:8, "Whatever is
true...honourable...just...pure...lovely...gracious, think on
these things".
Vala believes she is just an ordinary teenager trying to
find her place in the world with her closest friends, Jelly
and Max. But her splendid normality is quickly turned
upside down when she happens upon Elvar, a
handsome fae boy that Vala finds impossible to resist.
The connection between Vala and Elvar is electric but
their euphoric bliss quickly comes crashing down as Vala
discovers the truth about her family, revealing who she
really is.
The Best Match; or, the Soul's espousal to Christ opened
and improved ... The tenth editionThe Eternal
WakeAuthor House
The practice of "church" is witnessing a radical paradigm
shift from mass gatherings, aka megachurches, to
discipleship-making organs. In this book, The House
Church in God's Eternal Purposes, Theodore Andoseh,
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describes in a practical way what a house church is and
all that goes into her form and expression. House
churches are the inns, the inns of God. They are the
tabernacles of God. The house church is a place to
welcome people from the street; wounded people;
people who have received only the first aid ministry.
House churches are there to care for, heal, nourish, keep
and watch over the people so that What was brought
from the street does not go back there, What was taken
from the hand of the thief does not fall back into their
hands. If you are a house church leader or a leader of
any organic community of believers at whatever stage
and size, then this book provides valuable material to
help disciple them in an organic house setting. It is both
realigning and enlightening, with a strong voice of
Scripture. It is a must-read!
Hadde of Landomere is a huntress who has sworn to
protect and provide for her people. But when the Wasting
brings famine and destruction, she must leave the forest
of Landomere to seek aid in the distant Kingdom of
Salador. The return of the Orb of Creation and an
unlikely alliance with a Saladoran prince transform
Hadde’s mission from one to save her village to one to
save the world.
Testing Attitude’s in Life Do not let situation control your
thoughts. Speaking of Goal, Go through the Test of Fire.
First overcome the things others do to you. The rage and
questions are above all other ways. Life been real simple
following the wit of women, until men realized took over
with their strength. The world’s words are like having a
tug of war. The world was not ready for bold words back
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long ago, Jesus spirit provided latitude 4 the victory for
the sender. Our personal gift been hidden and forbidden
to read, our proper rooting is with the spirits of Haggai
and Ezekiel chapters left behind with words of Jesus
coming again saying I won!
In this darkened future of the Year 3200 Lord Zorgen has
none that are considered privileged. All that are
unfortunate enough to be living on the Apocalyptic Earth,
are orbiting in cycles of endless pain. Without an end to
this madness Organization XXVIII, known as the TwentyEight Dark Egyptian Sky Knights are sent down to
destroy their planet. Having a power lower than the King
of the Gods meant you were not likely to survive for more
than a few days. In an overpopulated planet run by an
uprooted darkness, the worst plague or all time is
beginning to infect the entire world. Daring to stand up
against Zorgen and his Organization with the aid of
Illusus along the way, the warriors attempt to restore
peace to Earth once more.
ISRAEL; the people, the nation, the religion. While
remaining acutely aware of the shortcomings of both
Heidegger and Derrida, the writer nevertheless uses
insights and terminology from their discourse in the
service of exposing the historical and thought trends of
hegemonic proportions which have had the effect of
deracinating Judaism from ISRAEL. The writer makes
the claim that a "critical/spelunkative" analysis of what
went into that final and anonymous redaction of the
Babylonian Talmud points the way towards a retrieval of
Judaism's "burning living center." The writer further
contends that such a retrieval can have the effect of
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"returning" [teshuba] Judaism back to ISRAEL.
PROMETHEUS – One of the keenest Titans to ever walk
the earth. Until, that is, his weakness for the human race
resulted in his imprisonment. For thousands of years,
Prometheus’s only certainty was his daily torture at
Zeus’s hand. Now, unchained by the Eternal Guardians,
he spends his days in solitude, trying to forget the past.
He’s vowed no allegiance in the war between mortal
and immortal, but when a beautiful maiden seeks him out
and begs for his help, he’s once again powerless to say
no. Soon, Prometheus is drawn into the very conflict he
swore to avoid, and, to save the maiden’s life, he must
choose sides. But she has a secret of her own, and if
Prometheus doesn’t discover what she’s hiding in time,
the world won’t simply find itself embroiled in a battle
between good and evil, it will fall in total domination to
Prometheus’s greatest enemy.
The undead stand defiant before the dawn, determined
to outlive and outrun the end of forever. One final time
we shall know their pain and suffering for ourselves. It's
time to run with the wild ones and break loose from the
pack, as over twenty authors from around the world
unleash their tales of an eternity gone wrong. Dare you
brave such epically depraved circumstance one final
time?
* Jake Matthews was in a near fatal car accident. He
somehow woke up to find out he was actually in the
afterlife by an accident or an error. The thing is that has
never happened before and his body is still in a coma
state back on earth. * When he is met by one of his
creators who is also in a state of shock about why he is
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in the afterlife to soon. His First question to his creator is
"Are you my creator and God." He replied " No and we
have no Idea who our creator is either." Typical. You
come face to face with your assumed creator just to find
out he's just a middleman to the creator and your back to
square one of man's biggest controversial question. He
sets out on a journey with one of his Gods on the
Universal Highway to find out He is a lot more important
than he origianlly thought to be. * Travelling through
Galaxies and meeting Gods first creation, Jake must go
through trials and show the entire Galaxy why he is
worthy of being God's second begotten son. An amazing
journey that sheds light on what is to happen after your
life on Earth ends and your journey in Eternal Height's
begins. It will shock and question everything you
believed to be true of your existence as a human and
what is surely out there in the Universe.
///////////////////////////////////////////// Written by: Jourdan Binger
For: Dad For information on new releases and
information email at jbinger02@gmail.com
I always wanted to know the truth of God’s word “the
Bible” and my search led me to a MA degree in
Religious Theology and after 25 plus years of study and
researching, I finally came to understand God’s purpose
in creating this universe and the people in it. In this work,
the reader will learn “Hell” doesn’t exist yet! God isn’t
looking to Zap any of his children. And, as God is real,
Satan is as real as the arm on your body. But God has
given you power over Satan if you will use it by having
faith in Jesus and accepting his sacrifice for your sins.
God’s word, the Bible, tells us in several places he’s
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closed the minds of most of his children so they can’t
understand, but he also said to ask and it will be given to
you, seek and ye shall fi nd, and to knock and it will be
opened to you. Trust God and he will give you your
heart’s desire.
This book accompanied the readers along the journey of
a young girl named Evelyn. Evelyn spent her twenty
years confined in a basement isolated from the world.
Her crimes she did not know, nor did she knew of her
family. Her journey began when she found the portal to a
different dimension, a dimension that trained half her
soul to fight a force she never knew. This force, known
as the Cavaliers, consists of dead souls who wanders
the earth due to certain attachment whether it is money,
power, addiction, or love. The only way these souls can
be release is to collect living souls to complete their
cycle. However, under the ruling of King Charis' lineage,
the Gods forbade these Cavaliers from hunting within the
protection of King Charis' supremacy. The only way to rid
of a Cavalier is through qi (chi), a natural force that flows
through the universe in which can be wielded into a
weapon. Evelyn's journey to find the truth about herself
was accompanied by Flynn, her partner in crime. Their
journey develops a passion between the two, a secretive
passion that neither one dares to admit. Conflict arouse
when a Cavalier stumbled upon her path and confessed
his attachment to her, the only reason why he could not
receive his judgment day. Evelyn was left to debate upon
her feelings for Flynn and this Cavalier, who had loved
her unconditionally even through a millenia. She also
found her reason for existence in which she now must
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decide whether to save her own world or the world of the
basement in which lays half her soul - a world she never
truly knew.
At Dwell, we're staging a minor revolution. We think that
it's possible to live in a house or apartment by a bold
modern architect, to own furniture and products that are
exceptionally well designed, and still be a regular human
being. We think that good design is an integral part of
real life. And that real life has been conspicuous by its
absence in most design and architecture magazines.
In this compelling oral history, Ogata Masato, fisherman
and Minamata disease sufferer, tells of the devastation
of methyl mercury poisoning. Spanning fifty years, his
story describes the impact of industrial pollution on his
own life, on his extended family, and on the fishing
culture of the Shiranui Sea. A one-time leader of
Minamata disease patients seeking certification and
compensation, Masato breaks away to follow his
personal path to redemption. Masato's story, larger than
any one man or one incident, raises questions we must
all consider as beneficiaries of modern industry and
technology.
Eternal Remains: World Mummification and the Beliefs
that make it Necessary provides an overview of
mummification, but it concentrates on the reasons
behind the act. It investigates the justification for
preserving dead bodies, and in so doing, probes the true
nature of both life and death. Many think of these as two
distinct concepts, like day and night, but they are not
distinct. Day fades into night, and night then returns to
day. There are realms in which night and day merge,
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such as dusk and dawn. Perhaps the relationship
between life and death is similar. After explaining the
natural processes of decay and how they are halted,
various mummies in different parts of the world are
introduced. In the Americas, these include snow- and icepreserved bodies in Montana and Alaska, and some
controversial finds in other states. The Guanajuato
mummies in Mexico and the strangely-preserved bodies
in San Bernardo, Columbia are also introduced,
alongside new translations of modern reactions to such
bodies. The mummification techniques of cultures in
Central and South America are also delineated, including
Incan sacrificial ceremonies and the preservation of
Incan kings. Unusual preservations in South America
include the Chancay practice of turning the deceased
into drums, which were played during special
ceremonies, and the Jívaro method of shrinking heads.
In addition, Eternal Remains introduces to the Englishspeaking world the recently discovered world's smallest
mummy, Ichiknuna. Chapters about European mummies
cover the so-called Frankenstein mummies of Cladh
Hallan and fantastically preserved bog bodies, which
provide evidence of ancient murders and superstitious
customs. The mummies in Ferentillo, a small town north
of Rome in the region of Umbria, were strangely
preserved by the soil's chemical composition. Eternal
Remains contains many pictures of these mummies,
which have not been previously published. It also
provides new information about what happened to King
Tutankhamen's body after it had been embalmed and
placed into a sarcophagus, and it explains the amazing
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discovery of cocaine, nicotine, and hashish in nine
different 7,000-year-old Egyptian mummies. Since
mainstream historical understanding holds that these
substances only existed in the Americas at the time, the
discovery is forcing some scholars to consider the
possibility of cross-oceanic trade, which would force a
historical rewrite. Other controversial finds are likewise
presented in this text, including the discovery of
advanced, ancient Caucasian bodies in China. This book
is one of few in English to cover Buddhist mummification
in Tibet and China, and the amazingly self-mummified
monks in Japan. Newly translated information about
some of these monks, never before published in English,
is included in this book, alongside pictures of the monks
who engaged in this suicidal practice. Eternal Remains
also explains modern methods of conservation. The
reasons behind the worldwide desire to mummify are
similar, and by investigating the techniques and the
underlying beliefs that necessitated the practice, one can
more clearly see just what makes us human. This study
forces readers to reflect upon the true nature of life and
death, and connections are made between the spiritual
portion of each individual and other natural phenomena.
They are led to ponder the ultimate significance of it all.
The final conclusions formed are sure to inspire all,
providing a new way to consider death and its
relationship to life. Eternal Remains combines a study of
mummification with comparative religions, and an
analysis of worldwide beliefs about the nature of death. It
will open one's eyes to new possibilities concerning
human advancement, anomalous archaeological
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discoveries, and the greatest mysteries of both life and
death.
This guidebook is designed for tourists and scholars who
are interested in exploring first-hand the grandeur and
magnificence that was ancient Rome through a
Humanist, secular, and freethinking lens. Twelve walking
tours are designed around districts of the city. Two
appendices also describe day trips that are possible from
the city center: the ruins of Rome's port city of Ostia and
the remains of the emperor Hadrian's splendid villa at
Tivoli.
Ananzul was almost destroyed by the Dark Lady’s right
hand a rouge mage from the Eastern Barrons, now the
dragons are scarce and hardly ever seen anymore along
with most of the mystical creatures that were once
abundant throughout the realms of this once beautiful
world. Many of them returned to their daily lives and
some went back into hiding amongst the very people that
feared them; though not out of shame but for something
more valuable, their survival. Some were summoned
away to work with the Luna Order and those who’s
paths had once crossed now led them in different
directions and on a search for purpose, in a land that will
once again be ruled by darkness should their paths not
cross again. The lands of Ananzul now lay divided by
borders. Clans scout searching for any scraps they can
find this will reveal the true meaning of survival and most
of all the dark side of the creatures of a once beautiful
but now savage world, when there is power to be gained
the primitive and savage side takes over and with the
quest for power comes with a high price higher than
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most are willing to pay....death
“Father, They Know Not What They Do” is written in two
parts. Book one titled, “Father They Know Not What
They Do” consists of a spiritual dialogue between The
Holy Trinity, repentant spirits, and Barbara (the author).
Book two, titled “The Injured Ones” is somewhat of the
author’s biography; and connection with The Lord and
His children. This is a very moving book. It contains a
very intimate relationship between God and His Creation.
“The Injured Ones” are, The Lord, the Author, and the
Beloved one. BARBARA SPEAKING TO GOD, THE
FATHER-PAGE 108 They have captured the soul of the
injured one. They have taken me away from my home,
my Spouse. They have accused me falsely, as they
accused Your Only Begotten Son, JESUS. They have
stripped me from my dignity, my God. I have shared the
act of humiliation with my Lord and Savior. I have shared
the agony of His chains. I have shared the mockery that
was placed on Your Obedient ones (JESUS and
Barbara). O Father of the injured and suffering Ones, I
have walked the lonely Road with my Lord, JESUS. I
have been arrested and falsely accused by Our beloved
one. My soul is weak, my Lord. My body is in pain, my
God. I have suffered from the wounds that were inflicted
on my soul, by Our beloved one. Rescue my bruised
soul, my Lord. Relieve me from the pain of loving my
accuser, my Spouse. Relieve from the agony that
accompanies my expression of love. I am in pain, my
Lord. My spirit cries out for relief. Will You send Your
Messenger of relief, my God?
Eternal Doctrine: The Bible in Sequence, Commentaries,
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Edition 1 By: Eternal Doctrine

Jack and Rena Gilley first met as small children and
were ultimately married May-27, 1954, a year after
Jack was discharged from the army. The story
covers the war & 56+ years of their life together
which portrays the love that grows stronger with
each passing day. The story covers highlights of the
Gilley family (with two children) living abroad for
more than ten years where they spent time in Libya
and Brazil (Their son was born in Libya in 1959)
where Jack worked for TI-GSI. After reassignment to
Dallas headquarters in 1967 Jack traveled
throughout the world visiting/inspecting their
operations before resigning to attend their family
business started in 1970. It also covers two tours of
duty Jack served in Korea before discharge in 1953.
In 1951 while in a military hospital in Japan, a
wounded soldier from his brothers unit (The 187th
Airborne) in the adjacent bed told him the unit
incurred heavy casualties. Jack got an early release
to search for his brother (during convalescence
leave) who he feared had been killed. It is truly an
unbelievable story. It also covers their time in Brazil
during the military takeover in the 1960s and time in
Libya during the Mid-East war where the families
were evacuated to Malta. The story covers the
starting of Gilley Properties Inc., a land development
and building business in 1970 that included six land
developments. The building business employed their
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family members and many long term sub-contractors
who worked for them 20+ years. A second business
Five Star Industries Inc. was started in 1997. The
story covers an exciting life of love, world travels &
war. Jack retired at the age of 55, but remained
active in the family business. He and RENA have
been married 56-plus years...
The Quest for Eternal Glory offers insights for
overcoming the challenges, trials and testing you
may encounter in your journey through life. It is a
practical, Bible-based tool to help you discover what
your purpose in life is. You will learn that all that we
go through in life is to bring glory to God. God
permits trials and testing in our lives. He uses trials
and suffering for His own glory. The world is full of
darkness and God is looking for yielded vessels to
illuminate the earth with His glory. The mystery of
Gods power has been unfolded in believers as Christ
in us, the hope of glory. This is the revelation of the
eternal purpose of God. It is the good pleasure of
God to reveal His son in our lives by His Spirit. As
we behold the glory of the Lord, we will be
transformed into the same image by the Spirit. This
book is a part of the manifestation of Gods glory. As
you read these chapters, it will help you to
understand how a loving God can take a test and
turn it into a testimony, and suffering into glory. God
will always lead us to triumph in Christ Jesus. He is
the Eternal glory! I wrote this book to convey the love
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of God, and to encourage others not to give up on
their God-given dream. As you go through your
seasons of adversity, know that it is for the glory of
God. Arise! Shine! Be radiant with the glory of the
Lord, for your light has come.
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